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Building a Bigger and  
Better Industry Expo
by Paul H. Smith 

For the second year the Orange County Convention Center 
in Orlando, FL, played home to the American International 
Motorcycle Expo (AIMExpo). The show packed them in again 
and, although the o�cial numbers had an attendance about 
twice that of last year, the enthusiasm and friendliness of the 
sta�, vendors and attendees gave it the feel of many more. 
The exhibit hall also showed a remarkable increase, up from 
last year’s 300 exhibitors to over 500, with talk of similar 
growth for 2015.

Despite a hard-to-kill bias towards dirt-, racing-, and street-
oriented bikes, we’re seeing a growing trend in ADV. Ducati 
rolled out their new 800cc Scramblers (ScramblerDucati.
com)—ADV aftermarket manufacturers take note; Suzuki  
a tubeless wire-wheeled version of the V-Strom 650XT  
(SuzukiCycles.com); and Kawasaki an upgraded Versys 650LT 
(Kawasaki.com) set up for adventure touring. But the most 
notable oddball, and one of the hits of the show, was the 
Motoped Survival (Motopeds.com) a bicycle/motorcycle 
hybrid, due to be equipped with “lots of knives,” hatchet, 
shovel and the zombie apocalypse weapon of choice, a 
crossbow! Curiously, both KTM and Honda were no-shows 
again this year.

Likewise, manufacturers and suppliers are beginning to 
pump out more ADV-related upgrades, add-ons, gear and 
clothing. There were notable auxiliary lighting improvements 
by industry leaders Baja Designs (BajaDesigns.com), 

PIAA (PIAA.com) and Twisted Throttle (TwistedThrottle.
com). Innovative liquid-cooled riderwear by startup CTC 
(CoreTemperatureControls.com) could well become a new 
standard, especially for riders of the equatorial regions. Bell 
Helmets (BellHelmets.com) unveiled their new custom �tting 
program that relies on head scanning technology to create 
the perfect �t, promising enhanced comfort and safety. SPOT 
(FindMeSPOT.com) displayed various GPS and satellite devices 
for the adventure biker. Bluetooth innovator, Sena Technologies 
(Sena.com), showcased their new hardcore intercom, the 20S, 
as well as the Audio Pack for the GoPro along with their own 
Prism Action Camera. And Givi (GiveUSA.com) presented a 
surprising array of luggage options and accessories for the 
overlander. Stay tuned for reviews of some of these products 
in future issues of ADVMoto.

A disappointing aspect of the show was that some 
products, particularly clothing, are being designed for the 
“fashion” of ADV rather than rider protection. Similarly, some 
motorcycle manufacturers are having di�culties zeroing in on 
ADV designs, and their somewhat misguided design teams 
seem to be struggling with the concept. But, as they say, we’re 
getting there. And although the trend is toward a growing 
adventure community, Darwin’s Law will sort things out.

It was an impressive expo with lots of ADV product  
innovations and roll-outs, along with a friendly atmosphere 
that fostered enthusiasm and excitement for where the  
industry is heading—we’re looking forward to AIMExpo 2015. 
AIMExpoUSA.com
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